
 
 
   
 

 
 

Grow Guide 
#Winning Week 6 

 
  1. Victory is a good thing and it can occur suddenly.  Can you name a time in your life when all 
seemed lost and things turned completely around? 
 
  2.  Read Mark 11:1-2 and 7-10.  What were the physical aspects of a trip from Jericho to 
Jerusalem that made it's completion seem so triumphant?   
 
  3.  Read Psalm 118:25-26.  What circumstances, other than the completion of an arduous 
journey, caused the triumphant attitude surrounding Jesus's entry into Jerusalem? 
 
4.  Many of the Jews, as well as Jesus' close followers sensed a victory coming.  Were they right 
about the timing and nature of that victory? 
 
  5.  The scene and tone of things has changed a bit as Jesus begins to pray.  Why was Jesus so 
distressed at Gethsemane? 
 
  6.  Read Luke 22:44.  Have you ever been so distressed that sweat was dripping off of you like 
it was Jesus?  Knowing what we know of what had to occur, was it any wonder that Jesus had 
this reaction? 
 
  7.  Read John 1:29.  In this statement it appears that John understood the nature of Jesus.  But 
did he understand how Jesus' mission would be accomplished? 
 
  8.  Read Isaiah 53:4-5.  It had been hinted at long ago that Jesus would provide victory in a 
different way than would be expected.  Why didn't those closest to Him understand exactly how 
victory would occur?  If you were in their place, would you have understood?  Read Mark 
14:22-24.  Jesus provided ultimate victory in His own time and His own way.  Remember what 
He went through and be thankful for that victory. 

  
*** For further study, please be sure to check out the “supplement the sermon series” 
resources found in RightNow media under the “EASTPOINTE” tab.*** 
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